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Abstract— In high pressure turbine the temperature of the steam will be in a range of 5400c – 5600c and the flow of the fluid flow 
will be subsonic and supersonic.  The pressure and temperature on the blade effects the surface of the blade, life cycle, deformation 
of the blade. In order to withstand blade at high pressure, temperatures, stresses and thermal loads the model of the blade is 
designed by introducing the cooling channels to the blade by supplying the cooling air through the rotor shaft which is extracted from 
the atmosphere and condenser to supply the coolant to the turbine blade. Using Grey cast iron material the blade profile can be able 
to withstand maximum pressure and temperatures and reduces the deformation levels. The aerodynamic profile, root notch and the 
shroud are designed using the CATIA v5 3D modeling software. The part is analysis with a material in ANSYS analysis software to 
observe the static structural, thermal and other required stresses at critical conditions in order to increase the life cycles and give 
better performance of the blade by using the Grey cast iron main high pressure steam turbine blade. 

Keywords Impulse blade, steam turbine blade, cooling channels, high pressure turbine blades, fire-tree root notch, Design and 
Modeling, Analysis. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

team turbine impulse blade is one of the most 
important part in the steam turbine rotor 
equipment system. Impulse blade is one of the 
high pressure withstanding blade which is 

placed in the starting stage of the turbine rotor 
arrangement in between the nozzle and the 
reaction blades. The steam produced from the 
boilers at high temperatures and pressures in a 
super saturated state and is supplied through the 
convergent and divergent nozzle to the starting 
stage of the steam turbine blade are called the 
Impulse blades. Its working principle is to convert 
the high pressure of the super saturated steam into 
higher velocity and rotates the shaft about 3000 
r.p.m to 10,000 r.p.m which depends upon the 
capacity of thee turbine and the boiler.[Here the 
working fluid is the steam which strikes the 
turbine blade at a speed of supersonic flow].In 
order to withstand high pressure and thermal 
stresses the model of the blade should be in such a 
way that the blade profile is fixed with the shroud, 
cooling circuits and two different types of roots 
which are capable enough to withstand high 
pressures and loads. 

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT 
In this project we are showing root notches fixed to 
the blade and a shroud added to top of the blade to 
reduce the stress with a specific material. Applying 
different axial and centrifugal forces and loads on 
the blade to the maximum conditions. 
 

 
Fig. 1 High pressure stage of steam turbine  

 
 We can find the value of withstanding forces and 
temperatures’ using the ANSYS software shows 
the result in simulation view so that with the help 
of the diagram we can identify the deformation of 
the profile at any particular part and observe the 
physical, stresses, place of deformation. Using 
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Gary cast iron for the analysis on the modeled 
steam turbine impulse blade on various like testing 
stress analysis, thermal analysis, static analysis, 
heat flux etc. with the better result of the best 
economical metal is chosen for the manufacturing 
for better performance of the blade. With the help 
of the theoretical calculations some of the 
unknown values are known for the better analysis 
and comparison calculated for the three different 
metals.  
 
2.1 Impulse blade 

 

Fig. 2 Impulse Blade 

In impulse there is no change in the pressure of the 
steam as it passes through the moving blades. 
There is change only in the velocity of the steam 
flow when the steam strikes the impulse blade 
through the nozzle inlet. An impulse turbine has 
fixed nozzles that orient the steam flow into high 
speed jets. These jets contain significant kinetic 
energy, which the rotor blades, shaped like 
buckets, convert into shaft rotation as the steam jet 
changes direction. A pressure drop occurs across 
only the stationary blades, with a net increase in 
steam velocity across the stage. 
As the steam flows through the nozzle its pressure 
falls from inlet pressure to the exit pressure 
(atmospheric pressure, or more usually, the 
condenser vacuum). Due to this higher ratio of 
expansion of steam in the nozzle the steam leaves 
the nozzle with a very high velocity. The steam 
leaving the moving blades has a large portion of 
the maximum velocity of the steam when leaving 
the nozzle. The loss of energy due to this higher 
exit velocity is commonly called the "carry over 
velocity" or "leaving loss".   
In impulse turbines, high-velocity steam from fixed 
nozzles impacts the blades, and this impulse drives 
the blades forward, causing the rotor to turn. The 

main feature of these turbines is that the heat drop 
per stage can be quite large, allowing for large 
blades and a smaller number of stages. 
 
2.2 Blade stresses                  
The determination of blade stresses is a critical 
factor in the design of blades. The severest stresses 
are imposed by the centrifugal forces due to high 
rotative speeds. Bending stresses are also imposed 
by centrifugal forces, fluid-pressure differences 
and vibration. Centrifugal stresses are a function of 
the mass of material in the blade, blade length and 
speed. The component of centrifugal force acting 
radially outward exerts a tensile stress at the root. 
Sufficient cross sectional area must be provided in 
the blade at the root and a material capable of 
withstanding stress without fatigue must also be 
provided. 

The centrifugal force on an element dr at a radius r 
(fig) is given by 

dF = (γa dr)ω2r 

Where, γ = specific weight of blade material, kg/m3 

a = blade cross-sectional area, m2; and 

ω = angular velocity, rad/sec 

Total centrifugal force exerted at the blade root is 

 

Fig. 3 Centrifugal and bending forces on the turbine blade 

Fc = ∫ 𝜸𝒂𝒅𝒓 𝝎𝟐𝒓𝟏
𝒓𝒓 𝐫 =  𝛄𝐚𝛚𝟐

𝟐
 (𝐫𝐭𝟐 − 𝐫𝐫𝟐) [1] 

Tip 

Width 

dr
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Where, rt = tip radius, and rr = root radius 

Fc = 𝛄𝐚𝛚
𝟐

𝟐𝚷
𝐀 =  𝛄𝐚𝐀

𝟐𝚷
[𝟐𝚷𝐍
𝟔𝟎

]𝟐[2] 

Where A = annular area = Π (𝒓𝒕𝟐 − 𝒓𝒓𝟐) 

The centrifugal or the tensile stress at the blade 
root is thus 

Sc = 𝐅𝐜
𝒂

=  ɣ𝟐𝑨( 𝑵
𝟐𝟑.𝟗𝟒

)𝟐[3] 

If the blade is trapped, the mass of material is 
reduced, thereby reducing the centrifugal stress.  
 

Since the stress exerted at any section of the 
blading decreases radially, reaching a minimum 
near the tip, a constant cross-sectional area is not  
required for strength. Hence, where the centrifugal 
stresses are severe the blade is tapered by 
decreasing both its thickness and width. Impulse 
blades are subject to bending from centrifugal 
stress and the tangential force exerted by the fluid. 
Reaction blades have an additional bending stress 
due to large axial thrust because of the pressure 
drop which occurs in the blades. All turbine blades 
may be subjected to bending because of vibration. 
The total stress at a given point on a turbine blade 
is found by adding the centrifugal stress at that 
point to the bending stress. 

 
3. MODELING OF TURBINE BLADE  

 
 

Fig. 4 Overall dimensions of the steam turbine impulse blade with a solid and Skelton view for cooling circuit blade profile 
 

Blade profile design these are the following coordinates used for the generating the profile of the blade 
 

 
Fig. 5 blade profile generated with the coordinates shown in the below 
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These are the following coordinates used to generate the aerodynamic profile of the high pressure impulse 
blade on considering the inlet and outlet angles of the blade. 
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This is the design of the blade which is designed 
with the cooling channels provided to the blade 
profile with shroud on the top and the external fir 
tree type of root notch which is modeled in the 
Catia v5 modeling software. 

 

Fig. 6 Design of the impulse blade 

There are eight rectangular sections of the cooling 
pass way is created from the vertical cooling circuit 
which are projected from the bottom of the blade 
profile to the top of the shroud. A rectangular 
pocket is created at the bottom of the profile. A 
channel or the passage is created to the root notch 
in order to allow the cooling air through the 
cooling circuit to draw the heat or the hot gases 
passing through the blade.   

4. ANALYSIS OF THE TURBINE BLADE 

Using the Ansys analysis software of the v12 
version different pressure and thermal loads are 
applied on the blade profile to find the Equivalent 
stresses and normal stresses at a fixed position at 
different directional axis [X, Y, Z directions] so that 
we can observe the Maximum and minimum 
withstanding conditions of the blade profile on 
different materials and better performance and 
positive value of the material is considered like 
grey cast iron, ceramics and other alloy steels. 
ASTM Grade 40 [ISO grade 300, EN-JL1050] grey 
cast iron steel is used for the analysis of the blade. 

 

Fig. 7 Designed model imported in to Ansys 

 

 

Fig. 8 Equivalent stress for Grey cast iron 

 

 

Fig. 9 Total deformation for Grey cast iron
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4.1 Static Analysis of the Grey cast iron  

Sno. Types of stress Max (MPa) Min (MPa) 
 

1. Equivalent stress 171.77 4.9244e-11 

 

2. Normal stress(x-axis) 115.9 -12.642 
 

3. Normal stress(y-axis) 29.901 -11.338 
 

4. Normal stress(z-axis) 39.964 -29.902 
 

5. Shear stress(xy plane) 86.712 -8.7274 
 

6. Shear stress(yz plane) 12.605 -6.1494 
 

7. Shear stress(zx plane) 17.037 -12.494 
 

8. Total deformation 0.0012192 0 
 

 
These are the inlet and outlet temperatures that are 
introduced into the turbine blade in the Ansys software 
for the thermal Analysis. 
 

Table 2  
Temperature parameters 

 
Temperature at inlet T = 5600c 

 
Temperature at outlet T = 5200c 

 

 

Fig. 10 Boundary conditions for the blade 

 

Fig. 11 Normal stresses on x – direction  

 

Fig. 12 Normal stress on y – direction  
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Fig. 13 Normal stress on z - direction 

 

Fig. 14 Total heat flux 

 

5. CALCULATIONS 

TABLE NO. 3 
Mechanical properties of Grey cast Iron 

Mechanical Properties Grey cast iron 
Density( g/cc) 7.4 
Modulus of elasticity, (Gpa) 124 
Yield strength, (Mpa)  195 
Ultimate strength ,Su, (Mpa) 298 
Poison ratio 0.26 
Hardness Brinell 235 
Shear Modulus, (Gpa) 55 – 69  
Compressive Strength, (Psi) 139×103,965 Mpa 
Bulk Modulus, (Gpa) 76 – 95  
Thermal Conductivity 46w/m-k 

[ambient] 

5.1 THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS  
The centripetal force is the external force required to make 
a body follow a curved path. Any force (gravitational, 
electromagnetic, etc.) or combination of forces can act to 
provide a centripetal force. This force is directed inwards, 
towards the center of curvature of the path.  
A simplified 2-D figure of the blades under discussion is 
shown in Figure. 

 
Fig. 15 Simplified blade dimensions  

The general equation for centripetal force is:  
F= mrω2 … (1)  

Where, is the mass of the moving object is the distance of 
the object from the center of rotation (the radius of 
curvature) and mrω is the angular velocity of the object.  
In the case under consideration, we need to account for the 
fact that the mass of the blade is distributed over its length 
and the radius of curvature also changes along the length 
of the blade.  
Consider a small segment of mass δm, of length having 
width δr at a distance r from the centre. Then the equation 
for the centripetal force δF on this small segment is given 
by:  

δF = δmω2r … (2)  
In practice, a blade tapers in thickness towards its tip; but, 
for simplicity, assuming the blade to have a constant cross 
sectional area A (m2) and material density ρ (kg/m3), we 
can write:  

δm = ρAδr  
and equation (2) becomes  

δF = ρAω2rδr  
or formally,  
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dF = ρAω2rdr … (3) 
Let r1 be the radius of the rotor disc and be the distance 
between the centre of the rotor disc and tip of the blade. 
Then, integrating equation (3) along the total length of the 
blade, the total centripetal force acting on the blade is 
given by:  

F = ρAω2∫ 𝒓𝒅𝒓𝐫𝟐
𝒓𝟏   

So,  

F = ρAω2�𝒓𝟐
𝟐− 𝒓𝟏

𝟐

𝟐
� … (4)  

We can convert the angular velocity from revolutions per 
minute (rpm) to radians per second using the following 
relationship:  

ω = 𝒓𝒑𝒎×𝟐𝝅 
𝟔𝟎

 … (5)  

Knowing the values for the cross-sectional area, density, 
angular velocity and radii, we can then calculate the force 
on one blade. Once this force has been calculated, we can 
estimate the nominal stress σ on the blade root using the 
following relation:  

σ = 𝑭
𝑨𝒓𝒐𝒐𝒕

 … (6)  

Where, Aroot is the cross-sectional area of the blade root. 

5.2 Input Data 

Absolute velocity of steam entering the blades,C1 = 600 m/s 

Absolute flow angle (nozzle angle)                α1 = 200 

Blade velocity co-efficient,                               K = 0.8 

Mass of steam flowing through the turbine, ms = 1000 kg/h 

 

Fig. 16 the velocity triangles at inlet of first stage rotor blades were 
constructed as shown 

Diameter of blade mid-span D = 1.0687 m, 

Design speed of turbine N = 3000 r.p.m, 

Peripheral speed of rotor blade at its mid-span (blade 
velocity) Cbl = πDN

60
   

From the velocity triangles in figure  

We get, 

Whirl velocity   Cw = Cw1+Cw0 

                                  = 790 m/sec 

Velocity of flow at entrance,     Cf1 = 225 m/sec 

Velocity of flow at exit,              Cf2 = 180 m/sec 

Relative velocity at entrance,   Cr1 = 450 m/sec 

Now,                 Cr0 = K Cr1  

                                 = 0.8×450 

                                 = 360 

Relative velocity at exit         Cr0 = 360 m/sec 

Entrance angle of blade        β2 = 290 

Exit angle of blade                  β1 = 290 

As the blades are symmetrical, 

                 β2= β1 = 290 

Absolute velocity of steam leaving the blades, C0 = 320 m/s 

5.3 Finding tangential Force (Pt) and Axial force (Pa)  
 

Tangential force, Pt = ms (Cw1 + Cw0) 

                                 = 1000 / (60×60) × (790) 

                             Pt = 219.44 N       

Axial force,     Pa   = ms (Cf1 - Cf0) 

                               =1000/ (60×60) ×(45) 

                      Pa    = 12.5 N 
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5.4 Evaluation of centrifugal force  

Centrifugal force,  

Fc = ∫ 𝛾𝑎 𝑑𝑟 𝜔2 𝑟
𝑟1

𝑟2  = γ a ω2/2 × (rt2 –rr2) 

Where, rt = Tip radius, and rr = Root radius. 

  Fc   = γ a ω2/2π (A) 

        = γ a A/2π (2πN/60)2 

Where, 

A = annular area = π (rt2 –rr2),  

γ = density of material,  

ω = angular velocity, rad/s 

Now, 

Density of material  γ  = 7850 kg/m3, 

Tip radius    rt   = 93.10 mm 

Root radius    rr   = 58 mm 

Blade cross-sectional area  a  = 2.791 mm2 

Fc = 7850×10-9 × 2.71 × π [(93.10)2 – (58)2]/2π × 
[(2π×3000)/60]2 

 Fc   = 5734 N 

Now centre of gravity of blade in X, Y, Z directions are  

Gx = 4.594 mm 

Gy   = 2.134 mm 

Gz = 0.848 mm 

5.5 Calculation of Factor of safety 

F.S = yield point stress
Design stress or working stress

 (1) 

                      (Or) 

F.S = ultimate stress
Design stress or working stress

 (2) 

The above two formulas depends on the hardness of 
materials:  

1. Equation (1) for hard materials 

2. Equation (2) for soft materials 

5.6 Structural Analysis for Grey cast iron with cooling 
channels  

Factor of Safety [F.S] = ultimate stress
Design stress or working stress

   

       =   240
171.77

  

F.S = 1.39 

5.7 Result of the weight for Grey cast iron 

Density of Grey cast iron  = 7.4× 10−6 kg/mm3 

Volume    = 1788686.732 mm3 

Weight     = volume × density    

                  = 1767552.586 ×7.4×10-6 

                  = 13.08 kg 

Conclusion 

 From the Literature Survey the various Input 
Parameters for the Analysis of impulse steam 
turbine blade has been collected. 

 By using Ansys software analysis (Structural, 
Thermal) of the impulse steam turbine blade has 
been carried out successfully. We had done the 
analysis on considered different type materials 
from this grey cast iron is having the better 
performance and very much economical. 

 Static structure analysis is analyzed by applying 
different loads [tangential force, axial force and 
centrifugal force] at the boundary conditions. We 
get equivalent stress, normal stress in x, y, z 
directions and shear stress in xy, yz and zx 
planes. By comparing the stresses for different 
materials it is observed Grey cast iron is giving 
better performance to impulse steam turbine 
blade by introducing cooling circuit to the blade. 

 Thermal analysis is analyzed by applying inlet 
and outlet temperatures at boundary conditions. 
We get total heat flux and directional heat flux x, 
y, z directions.  

 By using the Stresses obtained from the static 
structural Analysis the Factor of Safety is 
obtained. 
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 On calculated weight for three materials we 
found that the Grey cast iron is having the less 
weight so, that it can withstand stresses.     

 So, here we conclude that the impulse steam 
turbine blade is observed to give a better 
performance by using the Grey cast iron material. 

 The life of the blade can be increased to 40 – 50 
cycles. By using the density of 7000 kg/cm2.The 
weight of the blade of can be reduced and the 
work done by the blade will be increased.  

 
Nomenclature 

 
a  =  Area of cross section  
A =  Blade cross-sectional area, m2; and  
Aroot =  Cross-sectional area of the blade root  
Fc =  Total centrifugal force 
F.S      =     Factor of Safety 
Gx =  Centre of gravity on x- direction 
Gy =  Centre of gravity on y- direction  
Gz =  Centre of gravity on z- direction  
N =  Number of stages  
Pi =  Pressure of steam at inlet  
Po =  Pressure of steam at outlet  
Vi =  Velocity of steam at inlet  
Vos =  Velocity of steam at outlet  
Va =  Absolute velocity of steam  
Vr =  Relative velocity of steam  
Vb =  Blade velocity  
θ =  Nozzle angle  
ø  =  Blade entrance angle  
γ  =  Blade exit angle  
δ =  fluid exit angle  
γ  =  specific weight of blade material, kg/m3  
ω  =  angular velocity, rad/sec  
rt  =  tip radius  
rr  =  root radius  
Sc  =  centrifugal or the tensile stress at the blade root  
δm  =  small segment of mass  
δr  =  distance r from the centre  
ρ  =  material density, (kg/m3)  
γ  =  density of material 
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